
Timken Bearing Distributors Inventory

Timken Authorized agent
When you specify Timken Bearing Distributors Inventory, you benefit from worldwide service
centers, knowledgeable engineers and a selection of nearly 3,0000 bearings. Industrial
Bearings Inc has been Timken Authorized agent since 1998. Many of the innovations
introduced by Industrial Bearings Inc have become industry standards.

Bearing offered by Industrial Bearings Inc include local industrial bearings suppliers,bearing
service company , Bearing Industries Malaysia, Spherical Roller Bearing, rotary gear and
diaphragm pumps. Industrial Bearings Inc has over one million square feet of the most modern
manufacturing and warehousing facilities found throughout the world. As we continue to provide
bearings and seal to customers around the globe, we never lose sight of the original philosophy
that started our company: INNOVATION, IMPROVEMENT AND SUPERIOR PRODUCTS.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Timken Company engineers and manufactures bearings and mechanical power
transmission components including gear drives, couplings, belts and chain. We also offer a
spectrum of industrial services including bearing repair and powertrain rebuild. As the leading
authority on tapered roller bearings, we apply our deep knowledge of metallurgy, tribology and
mechanical systems to improve the reliability and efficiency of equipment, machinery and
vehicles worldwide. With more than 14,000 employees operating from 28 countries, our
associates and our products keep industry in motion and make the world more productive.

Mission, Vision and Values

Timken is a world-leading manufacturer of bearings and mechanical power transmission
products, continuously improving its portfolio and related services to make global industries
stronger.

Brands

The company's growing product and services portfolio features many strong industrial brands
including Timken®, Fafnir®, Philadelphia Gear®, Carlisle®, Drives®, Lovejoy® and Interlube™.
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Timken focuses on creating value that leads to growth and sustained levels of profitability for
customers and shareholders.

Customer Focus

As this model guides us across the enterprise, the Timken team performs within an operating
framework that drives industry-leading quality, customer service, environmental health and
safety and cost competitiveness. Combined with our continuous improvement culture, we
innovate our manufacturing, engineering and quality processes to benefit Timken customers
and drive improvements to the bottom line.

Global Reach

To competitively address global demand, we continue to optimize our footprint while expanding
our reach for future growth. Through our business processes and operational excellence, we
continue to reduce our SG&A costs in total and as a percent of sales. In operations, we reduce
costs through productivity improvements, new manufacturing process technologies and product
designs, lower material costs and restructuring.

Outgrowing our Markets

Be the technical leader in solving customers’ friction and power transmission challenges
Expand both our product portfolio and geographic presence
Deliver an exceptional customer service experience including a differentiated technical
sales model

Bearing Singapore
Through our corporate HQ and warehouse in Singapore, and our strategically located outlets in
Dubai, Peru , American , Australia , Germany , Indonesia bearing,Thailand , Bearing argentina,
malaysia, thailand, Egypt,Mexico

coupled with our vast dealer network throughout the word; we have built up an extensive market
coverage that is able to reach out and provide our customers with efficient and timely service
Indonesia,Thailand , argentina, malaysia, thailand,Egypt,Mexico,Singapore
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Power of Bearing Supplier
With over 10 years of experience, our unique strengths include:
Large and complete range of locally available Bearings
Experienced and helpful staff with technical and engineering support
Site visit and support with engineers to problem solve
Top quality and consistent quality products from leading manufacturers
Affordable and competitive pricing to minimize cost to customers
Able to assist in emergency and urgent needs
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